
The Journey through Art and design - 3d Design  at KS4 Year 10 Art and Design 2020/21
Term 1

Introduction to the 
course. Recap 

tools/materials. 

Mini project – Art Deco box 
(Wood focus) 

Recap design process, 
drawing techniques. 

End of unit 
assessment 

check  

Research/product 
analysis of Art 

Nouveau. 
(A01.

Term 3
Lock down! 

Term 2 

A01 – Develop ideas 

through 

investigations, 

demonstrating critical 

understanding of 

sources.

A02 -Refine work by 

exploring ideas, 

selecting and 

experimenting with 

appropriate media, 

materials, techniques 

and processes.

A03- Record ideas, 

observations and insights 

relevant to intentions as 

work progresses.

A04- Present a personal and 

meaningful response that 

realises intentions and 

demonstrates understanding of 

visual language.

Produce some design 
ideas based on research 
themes and techniques 

that have been practised.

Term 4 

Recap 
presentation 
techniques 

End of unit 
assessment 

check

Complete Art 
Deco project 
from term 1 

ready for 
assessment.

Term 5 

Designing, 
modelling and 
making using 
CAD CAM a 

Memphis style 
clock

Term 6 AO1
Introduce main 

project –
Complete 

research section 

A02/A03
Start 

designing 

Make Art deco box-
Processes, finishes, 

CAD/CAM techniques 
leading to making final 

piece.

Practice 
sketching/rendering   

techniques 

Assessment 
check of 

areas 
covered.

Assessment 
check 

Assessment 
check 



Encourage your son or daughter to start early, start now on their homework and revision.

Help them be organised.  Create a workable homework timetable with them.

Let them talk.  Talking with you about a topic or subject helps them visualise their knowledge.

Water and healthy food are vital for the brain to function properly.  Make sure they are eating and drinking with you while they 
talk about their subject.

Exercise & fresh air.  Go for a jog with them while they talk about their subject.

Retaining, recalling and retrieving knowledge learnt.

Technology student        
http://www.technologystudent.com/

BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zvg4d2p

has lots of really useful subject and exam board revision.

Design technology at KS4

Seneca learning  
https://senecalearning.com

http://www.technologystudent.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zvg4d2p
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